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THE HOME GUARD EXERCISES

STUDYING INVASION TACTICS

Reports on the recent Home Guard exercises, in which more than a million men took

part, have now been considered by the War Office, and Major General Lord Bridgman,
Director General of the Home Guard, in a review of these reports today points out they

indicate more training is clearly required to improve still further the efficiency of

the force in its important counter-invasion role, although steady progress in

essentials was shown.

Concealment both of troops in movement and of defensive positions is much improved,

but it could yet be better.

Units are working out and practising the local mobility necessary to ensure that

parachutists descending are disposed of quickly and efficiently. In some cases it has

not been sufficiently realised that it may not be desirable to defend a village as such;
but on the contrary, the enemy may be best delayed by sending out if necessary the

whole of a sub-unit to dispose of parachutists without giving than time to form up and

attack the village.

The exercises showed, among other things:-

Platoon and section commanders are learning the art of leadership;

Men will benefit by continued rehearsals of their actual task in invasion;

The proportion of men who turn out for training exercises is uniformly high

throughout the country;

The keenness of the men depends on up to date and practical training, which demands

realism, knowledge and leadership on the part of their officers

Where there is too much drill, men get bored and attendances fall off.

For these reasons outdoor tactical exercises will continue to be carried out all

over the country. They will be on the same scale as the recent ones - large-scale
exercises with regular troops and small-scale schemes dealing with the destruction of

parachutists and the defence of villages by platoons or sections.

"Neither the Home Guard, nor for that matter the general public, must ever regard
invasion as likely to come from the sea only. Air-borne invasion is not merely possible,
it is as near certain as can be; it may be a preliminary to, or coincident with, a

sea-borne invasion; and it may happen on a very large scale and over a wide area far

inland.

"Heme Guards in inland areas, therefore," goes on Lord Bridgeman, "must exercise

that same degree of vigilance as their comrades along the coast."

"Early reports from the Russian Front underline most usefully the Importance of the

Home Guard. When Marshal Budenny said recently "join guerilla detachments, derail

enemy trains, interrupt communications, blow up dumps....." he was simply urging the

Russian people to carry out roles which in our island will mainly he performed hy the

Home Guard if and when the enemy succeed in passing through the defences. It sounds

as if the Russians were following the Marshal’s advice faithfully; there is no lack

of confidence at the War Office in the Home Guard's will and capacity to harass the

Germans in the same way if they set foot over here."
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